
WINDSOR DOG SHOW SOCIETY - SHETLAND SHEEPDOG – 2nd July 2017 

VD (5, 1) 1 Savage's Shellthorn Storm In A Teacup At Savataurus ShCM. An 11 year old Bm/Sable in 

commendable coat and condition which belies his age. Very attractive overall coated shape and very pleasing 

construction underneath enhanced by his refined masculine head. True finely boned front, well sprung body 

and well ribbed. Moved well with a smooth even action more graceful than others in this class. 2 Pattinson's 

Kyleburn Acis. An eight and a half year old sable who is also in abundant coat. Pleasing in general appearance 

and has a masculine, but breed typical, shaped head and alert expression. Very pleasing front and forequarters 

and well shaped body. Soundly made in front, body and rear. Moved purposefully and well especially in front 

action which I preferred over third. 3 Paterson's Lorainian Kaeto Star.  

MPD (4) 1 Bastiani & John's Reubicia Rhyan Joins Auberswell Silvester. A very shapely and pleasing quality 7 

month old sable who is well boned and well grown and has a pleasing overall balanced outline and side profile. 

More mature and best general appearance of this class. Very attractive head, dark nicely shaped eyes and 

responsive ears, alert in expression and interested in his surroundings. True, nicely boned front with pleasing 

angulations front and rear. The better mover of this class. 2 Poupard's Esterbon Circle Of Life. A six and a half 

month old attractive tri who has a smart, well shaped head and likeable expression, although still very much a 

baby. He has pleasing conformation all through and a desirable foundation structure providing a very 

promising future. Moved with a free easy action and more settled than third. 3 Mottram's Lavika Little Gem At 

Lochkaren.  

PD (2) 1 Bray's Lianbray Lothario. A very attentive 11 month old sable who is in good coat and of attractive 

appearance. He looks good when standing free. He is well grown in bone and body and has a very satisfying 

balanced outline. He certainly has exciting potential and promise being excellent in overall make and shape. 

Smart, attractive breed typical in head shape viewed face on and from the side profile, with good eyes and 

responsive ears and alert expression. Moved confidently especially good in front action and side gait enhanced 

by ideal head carriage. Best Dog Puppy. 2 Wood's I Love To Boogie Torinska. Another very nice quality sable 11 

month old who is well boned and bodied and very typy in look. Pleasing head, eyes and expression and is of 

pleasing size although not as balanced in outline as first at the moment but still to develop, mature and finish. 

Very promising. Moved freely but needing to settle in front.  

JD (6) 1 Goodwin's Highbrook He's Got Style. An attractive 13 month old sable who is well grown, has a quality 

look. I liked his head and he was alert and responsive in expression and ears. Stands confidently naturally and 

shows himself off well. In good coat and condition which together with his general balanced appearance 

presents a pleasing profile. Well constructed in front having forechest and ideal width. True parallel nicely 

boned legs front and rear. Purposeful in movement, pleasing head carriage; better mover of this class. 2 

Woodward's Sanscott Admiral Blue At Glenthistle. A 17 month old b/m of attractive overall shape and 

appearance which edged him his place in this class. Well shaped masculine head, well boned and bodied, True 

front, pleasing overall length and proportions length/height, with nicely let down hindquarters. Moved with an 

east action but not as settled as I think he could be. 3 Savage's Willowthorn Kobalt Star By Savataurus.  

YD (5) 1 Aaron's Lafitte De Moorstile Chez Shelridge JW. An attractive 19 month old sable who has a well 

proportioned profile. Stands well naturally presenting a breed typical general appearance. Attractive head of 

refined shape but masculine in look, attentive and alert in expression. True well made front and forequarters, 

pleasing body and stable nicely angled rear. Moved with a free but very precise action. 2 Woodward's Sanscott 

Admiral Blue At Glenthistle. As previous critique. 3 Savage's Willowthorn Kobalt Star By Savataurus.  

ND (2) 1 Laversuch's Pacarane Polar Stormtime. A 15 month old tri who is small in stature and has a very 

attractive general appearance. Pleasing bone and body and overall balance and proportions. He has a very 



attractive head, nicely shaped and set dark eyes with neat ears presenting an alert interested expression. He 

has plenty of scope for future development and maturity. Better mover of the class. 2 Mottram's Lavika Little 

Gem At Lochkaren. A well coated 9 month old sable who is pleasing in outline and side profile presenting a 

picture which is pleasing to the eye. He has a typy attractive head of pleasing shape and has an alert 

expression and responsive neat ears. Well grown in bone and body. Let himself down on the move tending to 

crab and cross in front.  

GD (5, 1) 1 Robinson's Lavika Luminary JW. A very attractive sable 14 month old attractive junior male who has 

an excellent proportioned balanced side profile and is in good coat. Pleasing head, having a very friendly, alert 

expression and neat responsive ears. True front, good forechest, body and topline and nicely angled 

hindquarters. Overall he is of pleasing size and shape and has satisfying conformation all through and stands 

firm and stable. Moved well and the better of this class. 2 French's Lirren Tri Wishing. A very nice quality two 

and a half year old tri of pleasing size, coat and overall shape. He has a young quality look with a handsome 

head and expression with a good length neck all in proportion to his overall length of body.  True front and 

well made forequarters with good bone and construction. A little reticent on the table but moved well enough 

and better in front than third. 3 Cremer's Burraland Born To Be Lucky.  

PGD (9, 2) 1 Riding's Achor's Surprise Percy Polaris For Torinska (Imp). A quality two and a half year old smart 

b/m who has very attractive overall shape and appearance. I liked his head and expression; he was alert and 

responsive in eyes and ears. Shows himself off well standing over the ground with a natural well balanced 

appearance. Well made in front having forechest with good width and parallel nicely boned legs front and rear. 

A little fond of his tail on the move but does have a low set tail. A purposeful sound mover and better mover of 

the class. 2 Evans' Shadoway Lucky Strike. A very smart 2 year old who is impressive standing-free presenting a 

breed typical general appearance. Very attractive in head, which is of pleasing shape having clean lines and a 

superior expression. True well boned front, pleasing body and stable nicely let down hindquarters. Moved with 

an easy free side gait but tended not to be as precise in front as first. 3 Forster-Cooper's Sheltysham Burnished 

Gold.  

LD (11) 1 Sonvico's Willowgarth Baileys Gold ShCM. A soundly constructed two and a half year old sable who is 

in good coat and condition and of pleasing size and shape. Handsome head, dark eyes and neat ears 

presenting an alert expression being interested in all about him. True well made front and forequarters, well 

bodied with spring and ribbed well enough back presenting a satisfying symmetrical profile. Strong in 

hindquarters, stands firm with parallel hocks. The best mover of this class. 2 Gatheral's Herds Humphrey JW. A 

well coated rising 3 year old sable, who is balanced in outline and side profile, presenting a picture which is 

pleasing to the eye. He has a breed typical attractive head of desirable shape with an alert expression and 

responsive neat ears. Sound construction in front, although tended to be a little loose in elbow on the move, 

pleasing body and hindquarters. An easy mover with good side gait and rear action which edged him above 

third. 3 Fransham's Jontygray Gilt Edged For Franmead JW.  

OD (8) 1 Walker's Marsula Shogun (Imp) JW ShCM. An excellent quality 2 year old tri who impressed from the 

start. Super size and shape and is striking in appearance having superb coat and condition and is ideally 

balanced in outline and proportions of body. Handsome in head which has clean lines ideal shape and 

proportions, being refined and breed typical in every way. Sound construction front, body and hindquarters, so 

good to go over. One that gave me great satisfaction and will stick in my memory and, in this condition, he is 

an excellent example of the breed. Moved best. My Dog CC and Best of Breed winner. 2 Pearson's Ch Dancing 

To The Blues At Edglonian. A very smart, shapely rising 4 year old, excellent blue merle mature male. 

Presented in super profuse coat and commendable condition and possessing breed characteristics and 

conformation qualities in abundance. He has a handsome mature masculine head which is refined and he has 



an alert interested expression. Satisfying in make and shape all through being balanced in outline with ideal 

body proportions. Moved well enough especially in front. Edged into Reserve Dog CC bybeing1st on symmetry 

of outline and was more smooth and graceful on the move. 3 Bastiani & John's Ch Hawk Blue Eye Des 

Romarins De Mayerling Joins Auberswell JW.  

GCD (4) 1 Bastiani & John's Fait Moi Rever Jocker Des Romarins De Mayerling At Auberswell ShCM. A well 

coated 6 year old sable who has a masculine mature look. Pleasing conformation all through and moved 

particularly well both coming and going, which gave him his place in this class. Attractive head and expression, 

true in front, well boned and bodied with pleasing tight elbows and nicely let down stable hindquarters. 

Presents a very pleasing general appearance. 2 Graham's Shadoway Game Of Chance RL5ex. A five and a half 

year old well coated sable mature male of pleasing make, shape and type. Pleasing in head and expression 

with dark well shaped eyes and responsive ears. True enough in front and decent shape and spring of ribbing. 

A little loose in elbows. Moved well and preferred front action to that of third. 3 Evans' Shadoway Lucky Strike.  

VB (9, 3) 1 French's Sonymer Snow Fall Over Lindfern. A smart quality 8 year old of pleasing size and who has 

an attractive appearance in side profile which is in proportion length to height and balanced in angulations. 

Typy, feminine in head possessing typical breed qualities in expression and shape. Well made front, good 

length neck, well made body and hindquarters and was the better mover of this class. 2 Whittington's Tighness 

Tip The Wink. A mature looking 8 year old of pleasing size and shape. Well coated appearance. Clean shapely 

head set on to good length neck; true front and pleasing body and ok hindquarters. Free moving with good 

front action.  

3 Khawaja & Harrison's Smiddyshaw Rumba Carumba.  

MPB (5) 1 Costelloe's Stoneycombe Sweet Talk From Karmidale. A very promising quality 7 month old who has 

very satisfying bone and body development. Even at this tender age she has balance and excellent proportions 

in side profile and presents a very pleasing overall appearance. Lovely head and expression, well made all 

through having a desirable basic structure to mature soundly. Moved well with confidence and true action 

front and rear; best mover of the class. 2 Moores' Chibaya Belle Of The Ball. A 6 month old lovely quality 

youngster who has loads of potential and promise. Gave a good account of herself in more mature looking 

company; she has a lovely head and a sweet expression and has pleasing bone and body. Moved well and 

better than others below in this class. 3 Matthews' Esterbon Liberty Bell.  

PB (6) 1 Stafford's Rannerdale Queen O'the North. An exceptional 11 month old sable who is attractive in 

markings and balanced in outline. Super quality all through both in breed characteristics and conformation. 

Impressive in coat and condition which adds to the underling excellent overall conformation all enhanced by 

her admirable head and expression. Stands naturally well over the ground showing her qualities to their best 

advantage. Sound movement especially in front. Reserve Bitch CC, Best Puppy in Breed and Pastoral Puppy 

Group 2. 2 Pearson's Edglonian Starlet. An 11 month old well developed young bitch who also is an excellent 

prospect and has super potential for future show success. Similar in qualities to first and presents a very 

eyecatching appearance when standing free. Beautiful head and expression, true well made front and 

forequarters, well developed in bone and body with firm nicely let down, good width hindquarters. Another 

confident free moving youngster but not as precise in front as first. 3 Robinson's Lavika Black Beauty.  

JB (9, 3) 1 Walker's Channerswick Penny Lane JW. This B/merle at just a tad over 12 months old, is already 

displaying qualities in breed characteristics and soundness of construction. Very attractive head set well on to 

good length neck; she has pleasing proportions and balance in body which with her profuse coat presents a 

very attractive side profile which won her this class. Well made in front, good bone, parallel, of good width and 

having a well made body. More mature look than second in this class. Moved well and free. 2 Winfield's 

Oakcroft Celtic Faery. A pretty 13 month old sable who has a lovely typy feminine head and sweet expression. 



Attentive and alert all the time; well made in front, body and rear; she is of ideal size and has a well balanced 

overall appearance. Moved well when settled. 3 Jacobs & Johnson's Tooralie's I Spie With Willowthorn.  

YB (6, 1) 1 Bray's  Shelridge Shantilly Lace At Lianbray JW. A very attractive 20 months old shaded sable who 

has a very pleasing outline and is balanced and 'all-in' proportion in side profile. Typy feminine head and alert 

expression. Sound and true in front with a pleasing well made body. Stands out well with good angulations 

front and rear. Losing coat but has enough to accentuate her overall shape and balance. Moved well and the 

best of this class with smooth precise front action. 2 Robinson's Erjon Happy Me At Lavika JW. A lovely 18 

month old junior bitch who is of pleasing size, coat and overall shape. Having a youthful look with a feminine 

head of more distinct features and having an alert expression. Pleasing length of neck in proportion to her 

overall length of body. Well made front, although tended to stand wide and pleasing forequarters with good 

bone and construction. Moved with a true but wide front action and good rear action. 3 Fransham's 

Sheltysham Bedazzle At Franmead JW.  

NB (5) 1 Winfield's Oakcroft Celtic Faery. As previous critique. 2 Robinson's Lavika Black Beauty. A 9 month old 

tri who has a very pleasing overall appearance being of pleasing size and balanced shape. Smart sophisticated 

head with an attentive expression. True in front and she is well boned and bodied. Lots of puppy promise. 

Moved well enough and better than third. 3 Jacobs & Johnson's Tooralie's I Spie With Willowthorn.  

GB (4) 1 Arnould's Shadoway Rosa Esmeralda. A 2 year old beautiful sable of pleasing size and profile shape. 

Attractive and typical in head with an attentive expression, head and carried well complimenting her overall 

appearance. She stands firm and soundly presenting a breed typical general appearance. Satisfying in look and 

balanced in side profile and all in proportion. Moved with confidence and the better of this class. 2 Mottram's 

Anastasia Dreamer At Lochkaren. A workmanlike well coated 3 year old who has a typy head, albeit a bit fuller 

featured than first. Pleasing in overall general appearance with good proportions and symmetry of look. True 

well bone front with a well developed body and stable hindquarters. Movement needs to settle in front and 

have more width behind. 3 WIldsmith's Sandiebeck Crystal Moon.  

PGB (9, 5) 1 Parker's Tolarock Such A Treat. A well coated 3 year old who has an attractive head and 

expression. True front with pleasing pasterns, ideal width all through; Lovely overall outline with correct 

proportions length to height and balance in angulations front and rear. Body has spot-on spring and ribbing 

with desirable tight elbows. Free moving the best of this class. 2 Rossiter's Lorainian Starlight Wonder. Another 

3 year old who has pleasing overall length and a satisfying side profile. Attractive in head and alert in 

expression with an alert manner and responsive ears. Well made in front, body and hindquarters. True in 

movement but was a little lethargic. 3 French's Lindfern Bee Enchanted JW.  

LB (9, 2) A lovely class of standing quality bitches but all disappointed on the move. 1 French's Lindfern 

Enchanted Dancer JW. A mature 6 year old, attractive well coated sable, who has a clean, feminine shaped 

head. Pleasing expression with alert and expressive ears. Attractive in overall shape which is enhanced by her 

noble head carriage both standing and moving. She is true and parallel in front and has good body 

development, proportions and length. Moved ok but would like more enthusiasm. 2 Weller's Evad Shades Of 

Gold. A very attractive 5 year old, mature shaded sable who has a very distinctive feminine typy head and 

expression. Lovely dark correct shaped eyes and responsive ears both helping her expression. She has plenty of 

coat and a pleasing overall shape, longer caste than first. Moved, tended to be less settled than first. 3 

Goodwin's Highbrook Hot Fizz.  

OB (11, 3) 1 Stockden's Willowgarth Gentle Breeze JW. A profusely coated two and a half year old quality bitch 

who you have to get your hands on to appreciate fully. She has a beautiful head, correct dark eyes, neat ears 

giving her a gentle but alert expression. Head set correctly onto good length strong neck leading to a well 

made, firm body. She is well constructed all through. Moved with purpose and a true positive action edging 



her over second. My Bitch CC winner. 2 Parker's Tolarock Ice Ice Babe JW. A very shapely five and a half year 

old d/b/merle who is very attractive in general appearance being of good size, proportions and balance. Stands 

well but tends to sink into herself detracting from her outline and profile. Lovely head, eyes and expression. 

Well made in front, body and hindquarters. Moved ok but not as settled and precise as first. 3 Arnould's 

Shadoway Perchance To Dream JW. GCB (6) 1 French's Lindfern Enchanted Sunrise. A mature, well coated 7 

year old sable of attractive appearance, both in markings and overall profile. Stands free in total together 

covering the ground in a totally balanced stance. Feminine and typy in head and alert in expression; true in 

front and well made in body having pleasing spring and being ribbed well back. Moved with a free easy action. 

2 Khawaja & Harrison's Smiddyshaw Rumba Carumba. A mature nine and three quarter year old tri of pleasing 

overall look. Well made all through, but a little more substantial in body cover than I prefer. Attractive head 

and eyes. Moved better than third. 3 Laversuch's Pacarane Polly Flinders JW.  

Graham Hill  

 


